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For over thirty-two years, the Nova Scotia League for Equal Opportunities (NSLEO) has worked 
diligently to ensure that Nova Scotia is a province in which people with disabilities can live, learn, 
and work with dignity in their home and communities. Collaborating closely with our community and 
provincial partners, we have supported and advanced our mission to identify and articulate the 
issues that impact people’s daily lives and to formulate and propose workable solutions.  
 
With over 20 percent of Nova Scotians identifying as having a disability, (HANDOUT #1.) we are 
committed to making disability issues a central consideration in all government and community 
initiatives. 
 
People with disabilities in all regions of our province continue to experience daily exclusion in all 
areas of their lives. They are too often unable to enjoy a sense of community because they cannot 
find  

• affordable & accessible housing,  
• technical aids (wheelchairs & tech support for the blind to only name two),  
• affordable and accessible transportation,  
• adequate home care support that is accessible enough to meet their living needs.  

 
 People with disabilities all too often live in poverty because they cannot access the support they 
need to obtain and maintain meaningful employment. Persons with disabilities are 50% more likely 
to live in poverty. 
 
Strong and inclusive communities require a robust network of community supports for all their 
residents including supports needed to accommodate and level the playing fields for those residents 
with disabilities. 
 
I think it is important to recognize the assistance from governments to be sure but also it is important 
that we all recognize the amount of self-help provided by our disability organizations themselves, 
such as NSLEO, Nova Scotia Independent Living Centre, Society of Deaf & Hard of Hearing Nova 
Scotians, etc. and that, with government and self help in partnership,  the disability community in 
Nova Scotia has seen steady improvement over the past decade. 
 
However, the future ability for many disability organizations in NS has been negatively impacted by 
recent Federal cuts to community-based programs and services for people with disabilities.  For 
years Service Canada has been a major contributed of core funding that allowed organizations such 
as ours to pursue such initiatives on behalf of the disability community. But beginning this year, they 
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are cutting that support over the next 2 years by 1/3 each year down to zero next year's fiscal year 
2014-2015.. 
 
Understandably, that is requiring us to adjust by changing our operations. 
 
So to the questions I came here to answer: 
 
- What is the Nova Scotia League for Equal Opportunities (NSLEO) all about? 
- What does the League do? 
 
Please refer to HANDOUT #2 which is a copy of our most recent Canada Revenue Agency T-3010 
Charities Report summary. 
 
I've heard some folks refer to us at (NSLEO) as "an advocacy organization" and others call us a 
"consumer organization".  Personally, I don't think either of those descriptions fit or are a good 
description of what we do.  In my opinion, the best term to describe us is catalyst.  Think of the old 
grade school science experiment where you poured oil on water.  The oil floated on top and they 
didn't mix until you added a little dish cleaning detergent as a catalyst. 
 
That is what (NSLEO) is.  We're a catalyst.  (NSLEO) is a very small but provincial organization 
which this year has reduced its staff to one and we”ve closed our physical office.  We have a very 
small budget.  We thus cannot do the heavy lifting that our problems call for. So our successes (and 
we have had many of them), come from initiatives that act like catalysts to help overcome the 
barriers to inclusion in our society.  
 
We do appreciate the $35,100.00 annual investment community services continue to give us over 
the last 20 years or so. Our most recent T-3010 Charities Report summarizes basic financial and 
other information about the League (NSLEO) including ten (10) activities in which we were involved 
last year: 
 

#1. Under contract with the Province, we  manage the Provincial Access Awareness program 
(PAANS) which included raising funds for scholarships for students with disabilities across the 
province, approx $22,500.00 .  The Disabled Persons commission in 2005, asked us to take this 
over and we are glad to have created great disability organization and corporate partnerships. 
 

#2. The League (NSLEO) accepted an invitation to sit as a member of and to bring a "disability 
voice" to a working committee tasked with developing a Poverty Reduction Strategy for Nova Scotia, 
in 2009. One of our member travelled for 6 months every 2 weeks in order to make sure disability 
issues were addressed for all disability types and we included their voice when we could.  We were 
honoured to be picked by the government of the day for that input.  . 
 

#3. Wheelchairs for children & adults - for 20 years has been one of  (NSLEO) priority and we were 
glad in 2003  when the government of the day invested $1 million dollars for us to sit at the table with 
Easter Seals NS who overseas the program. We are very pleased now that, in the most recent 
provincial budget, an additional almost $400,000.00 was added to the program for seniors over 65. 
That addition will help seniors live at home. 
 

#4. Disability information sharing sessions - the League (NSLEO) members and Nova Scotia 
affiliates come together via conference calls and a couple of times annually to share information 
regarding issues facing individuals with cross-disabilities. We also invite various community partners 
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and other organizations to share information regarding issues facing individuals with cross-
disabilities. The goal of this is to identify the issues and formulate ways members and partners can 
work together/collaborate to address the barriers to inclusion within our communities. These 
sessions also provide an opportunity to educate our members and the general public on a variety of 
issues, policies and programs focused on disabilities, to compare notes and share information from 
across Nova Scotia 
 

#5. Community based Transportation    (Please refer to HANDOUT #3) 
It was in 1981 that our local Halifax affiliate that advocated for what is now known as HRH Access-
A-Bus. 
Then in 1996, two of our affiliates lead by example and started what is now know as community 
based transportation -formerly known as Dial-a-Ride. In 1999 the government started pilots in 
Yarmouth and Bridgetown and in 2001 started CTAP community transportation assistance program 
which has grown to 14 systems covering 76% of Rural NS and in 2011 logged over 1.4 million kms . 
 
• Grew $520,000 of Provincial investment in grants through partnerships with municipalities, 
local businesses, health care groups, fund raising and fares, to $2.3 million dollars 
 

# 6. Public and member disability education and awareness NSLEO 
provides a telephone call-in disability information & referral service to community, government 
leaders and to the general public as do our provincial affiliates in Nova Scotia. We also last month 
hosted a well attended public disability forum to which members of and those serving the disability 
community could bring forward disability issues and concerns relative to rural areas in our province.  
 

#7. The provincial disability strategy -Since 2008, NSLEO has been committed to advancing the 
development of a Nova Scotia Disability Strategy. The initiative began with this Community Services 
Standing Committee when then Chair, MLA Marilyn Moore suggested that the disability groups 
should try to get together and speak to government with "one voice".  NSLEO called a meeting of the 
various groups to organize her suggestion. As a result, currently, a group of about 20 disability 
organizations have formed a Partnership and are working together to develop the principles and 
priorities to provide Nova Scotians with disabilities with full citizenship and independence in an 
inclusive society.  Now we certainly haven't gotten all our own way but we've found this initiative to 
have had a significant influence on government policy formation and it is continuing. 
 

#8. Caucus research papers - NSLEO provides a voice and consumer perspective on provincial 
issues. In that regard, we prepare an annual position paper on key areas of interest and we include 
recommendations for change or implementation to better the lives of Nova Scotians with disabilities. 
We are called upon to present these papers and recommendations to all three political caucuses in 
Nova Scotia and we have seen several recommendations implemented as a result of our work. 
 

#9. Emergency Preparedness for People with Disabilities & Seniors- NSLEO led a committee 
consisting of emergency response professionals, government representatives and various 
community partners in the development of an information program (booklet and Training program) 
that helped to provide information to individuals with cross disabilities and seniors to enable them to 
be prepared in case of an emergency or disaster. That Work continued to develop a training 
program in partnership with our local EMO to provide training across the province in a cross-
disability format so that the information was accessible to everyone who needed it.  
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#10. United Nations disability treaty education. This is an initiative of our national organization, the 
Canadian Council on Disabilities (CCD) of which (NSLEO) is a provincial affiliate and thus very 
supportive. In August 2006, after more than a decade of negotiation, consensus was finally reached 
on wording for the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities. 
NSLEO played a role as a catalyst in this international process by introducing 2 of the treaty’s 
negotiators (both from Nova Scotia) to Canada’s new Foreign Minister (also from Nova Scotia).  
They got him interested, with the result that Canada signed in March 2007 on the first day it was 
open for signatures. 
Now, NSLEO continues to seek ways to promote provisions laid down in that international treaty. 
 
The Charities Report only provides so much room so some initiatives were omitted such as those 
related to disability concerns around  tourism and positive aging.. 
  
#11. Founder of the Accessible NS committee now lead by TIANS Tourism Industry Association of 
NS.  
 
#12  In 2008, we were asked to participate and very involved in many public forums held across NS 
to create a NS positive aging strategy. While that activity has reduced it continues to be a disability 
concern for NSLEO.  Note: NS rural pop over 65 will double in 2026.  (See HANDOUT #4) 
 
If you look at the circle graph you will see our Revenues are broken down to  

• 14% Receipted Donations,  
• 37% Government Funding, and  
• 49% from Other Charities.   

The 14% is monies donated to be given out to deserving students with disabilities as part of the 
PAANS events. The 37% is all provincial government funding to assist us to pay a staff person and 
to administer the PAANS week of activities. The 49% is actually federal funding which has been 
funnelled to us through The Canadian Council on Disabilities  (CCD) and this is the amount that the 
federal government has decided to reduce by 1/3rd this year, by another third next year and down to 
zero in future years. 
 
But you cannot cut staff below one and still have a meaningful organization so next year and the 
following years are big question marks.... 
 
Other disability organizations have similarly had their funding cut so we will be in discussion with 
them.  (NSLEO) in the past has been good at forming productive partnerships that work so maybe 
we can do so again.  We will try and hope for the best. 
 
In  closing, let me say  
 

• that our board will include as many of the disability groups that are getting cut to our board 
structure,  
 

What is our ask or need ?…………..It is  $$$$  (Dollars) 
 
We could not have done the above without $ (Dollars) for us across the province, to meet face to 
face twice a year to help put the right policy into place and to educate ourselves and others on the 
many complex issues. 
 
Thank you for your time and consideration.  
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